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Size: 1 ! by 2 inches
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Don’t let pretty scraps of fabric go to 

waste. Little owls can be made out of 

any 3-by-3-inch cotton square.

Trace and cut out 2 pieces per owl. 

Place right sides together and sew, leaving a 1/8-inch 
seam allowance. Turn out through the opening; use a small 
object like a crochet hook to push out the corner. Fold 
down the triangle; use yellow embroidery thread to sew 
two straight stitches to the front. Knot on the inside.

Mark the spots for the eyes. Use black embroidery 
thread to sew two small straight stitches; knot on the 
inside. Fill with stuffing. Fold in bottom edges. Dou-
ble-thread a needle and sew a running stitch along the  
bottom. Gather the ends and secure with a knot.

fabric

embroidery thread 
(in black, yellow, red,  

or other colors)

needle

razor blade

stuffing

This will be a process shot explaining nose stitch closure. 

Owl, cut 2 pieces

opening

Sew Knot

done!done!

Loop embroidery thread on the inside of the trian-
gle. Move the knot to hide it underneath.   
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Size: 1/3 inch by 1/3 inch
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Got a little sweet tooth? Decorate 

charm bracelets, necklaces, and more 

with sweet make-and-bake cupcakes, 

lollipops, and chocolates.

Shape polymer clay balls into cupcakes, lollipops, 
chocolates, or desserts of your own design. 

Roll one ball of clay into an egg shape for the cup-
cake base. Cut off the thicker end by gently sawing 
clay with a razor blade; rotate while cutting to apply 
equal pressure all around. 

Use the blade’s blunt side to lightly press lines 
around the bottom, like the fluting on cupcake liners.

Roll the second ball of clay into a thin log. Place 
one end of the log in the center of the top of the cup-
cake base, curling outward to the edge. Wrap the rest 
of the log around the cupcake bottom, making smaller 
circles as you go higher. Once you reach the fourth level 
or so, cut off excess clay.

blobs of polymer clay in 
a few colors

toothpick (with 
one tip cut off)

clear nail polish

eye pin

razor blade

1  

Roll one ball of clay into a thick log. Wrap it 
around the other ball of clay, cut off excess, and wrap 
it around again to make a cross. Gently roll the ball in 
your palm to blend the colors.

Rolling parallel to the stripes, shape ball into 
a thick log. Twist to swirl the stripes. Roll and twist  
until evenly shaped and swirled. Coil into a circle. 
Trim excess clay and insert sharp end of the toothpick 
at the end of the coil.

Press

Roll Twist

Coil
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With a wire cutter, cut eye pin to the length of the 
dessert and insert it in the middle. Place on a plate 
and bake in an oven at time and temperature specified 
by your polymer-clay package directions. Let cool. Coat 
with clear nail polish and let dry.

Flatten a ball of brown clay into a pancake that’s 
about 1 to 2 millimeters thick. Wrap it around a sec-
ond ball without overlapping. Cut off the excess, and 
use it to patch gaps as necessary. Roll the ball in your 
palm to smooth creases. Lightly press it onto a flat 
surface to make a flat bottom.

Roll leftover brown clay into a thin log. Press 
it onto the surface in a decorative squiggle. Cut out 
nibbles with a pen cap or mini circle cutter.

done!

Chomp! You can use a pen cap or mini circle cutter to take 
bites out of chocolates and other polymer treats. 

With a wire cutter, cut eye pin to the length of the 

To help metal better adhere to clay:  
After baking, you can remove the eye pin, 

dip it in strong bonding glue, and reinsert it. 
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Decorate Nibble

Wrap Flatten


